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1. Introductions & Apologies 
 
AS asked all to introduce themselves and apologies were noted.  

 
2. Previous Minutes and Actions 

 

LCRP MINUTES 
 

LCRP Full Partnership Meeting 
 
Date Tuesday 9th October 
Venue Greenlands Farm Village   
 
Attendees 
 
Chair 
 
Partner 
Members 
 
 
 
LCRP 
Officer 
 

 
 
 
Audrey Smith AS  
 
Robin Yates RY (LCT) Wendy Humphreys WH (IWA L&C) Ruth Leahy RL (SLDC)  
David Gibson DG (CCC)  Robert Atkins RA (IWA National)  
Mark McTique MM (LCC)  Cllr Janice Hanson JH (LCC) Peter Jones PJ (LCT)  
Cllr Chris Hogg CH (SLDC)  Cllr Douglas Rathbone DR (Kendal Town Council)  
Daniel Greenhalgh DG (C&RT) 
 
Helen Moriarty HM (LCRP)  
 

Apologies Steve Higham (CRT), 
Cllr Keith Iddon (Lancashire County Council) 
Cllr Nick Cotton (CCC) 
Cllr Eamonn Hennessy (Kendal Town Council)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

All agreed previous minutes were a true record and all actions were either complete or referenced in the 
agenda.  
 

3. LCRP Financial Overview   
 
3.1 Funding Applications 

HLF update 

HM provided an update regarding the Project Officer Job Description from C&RT which is expected this week. 
When live, the opportunity will be shared via LCRP’s newsletter, local Parish Councils and Project Management 
Groups recommendations (including Environment Jobs and Countryside jobs.com). DG commented that that 
the draft job description had sited Galgate as the base which he, in agreement with present members, felt was 
too far from the project focus area. RL confirmed the hot desking offer from SLDC and all agreed that the job 
description should reflect a flexible arrangement in order to attract a suitable candidate.  

Action HM: Share description when live 

Action DG: Amend and confirm correct location wording 

HM shared an update from C&RT Project Manager Graham Ramsden received 2nd of October: 

 ‘Work this week has focussed on installation of dams, flume pipes and pumps to control the river and enable a 
dry and stable working area. The flume pipes will incorporate baffles to slow down water flows and assist fish 
to migrate upstream. Over the next two weeks work will commence on the careful dismantling of the southern 
portal of the aqueduct. Individual stones will be removed, numbered and stored for redressing and re-use 
later. A temporary arch support structure will be installed to stabilise the intrados (inside of the aqueduct arch) 
whilst rebuilding takes place. The recent wet weather has led to some flooding and lost time on site. The 
contractors will be working extended hours over the next few weeks to try and catch up on the programme. We 
apologise for any inconvenience this may cause’.  

DG asked if an extension from EA regarding timescales to work in the river bed had been agreed. DG and AS 
assured that C&RT and the contractor Kier will have the correct permissions in place.  

RA asked if a map of the HLF project area could be shared amongst members.  

Action HM: Share diagrams included in the HLF activity report 

Action HM: Include Stainton update in next newsletter and link to Facebook page 

Sport England Update 

HM updated members regarding the recent change in project location from the initial bridleway link project 
towards towpath improvements in the Stainton area. HM explained that landowner willingness and 
engagement was stronger in the Stainton area which is owned in part by Canal and River Trust and a private 
landowner Howard Broomby 

HM thanked CCC for costing the proposal and confirmed a map of the area will be provided to members. 

Sport England consultant Kelly Gordon will make the funding recommendation to Sport England on behalf of 
LCRP when LCRP are happy with the draft report and all letters of support have been received.  

RA commented that LCRP had done well to engage Sport England, CH provided an overview regarding their 
culture shift towards providing assets to enable inactive people to get active. Cllr Hogg also noted the link to 
Kendal Cycle Club.  



 

 

Action HM: Share map of Sport England grant area 

Action HM: Share letters of support with Kelly Gordon when ready and include Kendal Cycle club if deemed 
appropriate by Kelly Gordon. 

Action HM: Agree partnership agreement with C&RT for inclusion in report 

Action HM: Share draft report with PMG for comments including a short deadline comments to enable 
submission of final report asap.  

Fells & Dales LEADER update 

HM reported that LCRP developed an application to LEADER to fund branding guidelines and new signage for 
the length of the Towpath Trail between Kendal and Natland. A full draft was submitted in July. Minimal 
amends were recommended and actioned before the final submission was made for the ‘Eligibility and 
Completeness’ review. At this stage LEADER stated their preference for LCRP to be the lead accountable body 
and needed evidence that LCRP had £50,000 to pay for the project upfront. Limited notice meant LCRP were 
unable to approach members to arrange a loan and sign all the associated agreements. C&RT did investigate 
on our behalf which was much appreciated.  

HM noted that had the initial draft raised this concern, LCRP would have had adequate time to organise a 
partner loan or similar. HM asked members if LCRP should submit a formal complaint to prevent similar 
difficulties happening to other partnerships and or community groups.  

All agreed some constructive feedback should be submitted. RA suggested copying the letter to the leader of 
CCC and the relevant MP’s.  

DG commented that there is a fully worked up project ready for another funder and HM reiterated that all the 
marketing and design agencies engaged were overwhelmingly keen to support such a project understanding 
the value in the Towpath Trail concept.  

Action HM: Seek alternative funder 

Action HM: Draft constructive LEADER letter for PMG approval 

RPA Growth Programme, Hincaster Tunnel 

HM provided an overview of the positive endorsement from the Rural Tourism Growth programme of LCRP’s 
Expression of Interest to install a boardwalk through Hincaster Tunnel. Considering the scale of work involved 
in submitting a full application, HM reported that together with Sarah Lalieu from C&RT, a request for a March 
2019 deadline has been submitted.  

A discussion followed regarding the adjacent horse path and why it could not be resurfaced as an alternative 
to installing a boardwalk. HM confirmed that the Conservation Management Plan compiled for the HLF grant 
detailed that upgrades to the horse path should not be made and it was this recommendation that, in part, 
informed the Hincaster boardwalk proposal. Several members requested clarification regarding the horse 
path.  

DG and RY provided an overview of how the boardwalk proposal also formed a link to the strong 
recommendation in the Towpath Trail Access Strategy in terms of creating destination hubs and clusters of 
interest. A boardwalk through Hincaster tunnel alone could be viewed as an isolated investment with minimal 
return. However, coupled with improved interpretation and community engagement via the HLF project, links 
to Levens Hall and the Sport England upgrades near Stainton, collectively a destination is created with multiple 
sites of interest.  



 

 

AS also reiterated that the HLF bid linked to these wider aspirations and noted that this initial HLF project was 
part of a wider ambition for growth in the area, utilising the Towpath Trail as a catalyst for economic 
development.  

Members discussed the link to restoration goals, agreeing that a growth in visitor numbers and use of the 
towpath supports the idea of creating a ground swell of local people to engage and proactively request for the 
canal to be restored rather than Local Authorities and a small group of enthusiasts forcing ideas on 
communities.  

DG confirmed that the task within C&RT to gather support for such a project would not be easy considering 
the multiple environmental, heritage and on-going maintenance challenges. However he confirmed similar 
difficult projects had been achieved elsewhere and he is willing to continue discussions with various specialist 
departments within CRT in an effort to secure formal CRT support.  

Action HM: Share HLF Conservation Management Plan with members 

Action DG: Feedback C&RT progress and support re Hincaster 

Lancaster City Council 

HM reported a successful meeting with Lancaster City Council who have agreed to fund £2,500 towards LCRP 
in line with other members contributions.  

HM provided an overview of the Letter of agreement which includes aspirations to develop public realm 
enhancements in the city centre and support possibilities for Bicentenary celebrations to link to existing 
festivals ie Light Up Lancaster  

Cllr Hansen and Mark McTique added that the regeneration of the canal area was a high priority and the 
opportunities to link to both the Bailrigg Garden Village and new Canal Quarter redevelopment to the Towpath 
Trail project were significant.  

Regarding the Bicentenary, Mark McTique announced that Lancaster’s Museums were to be redeveloped 
under the new leadership of Lancaster City Council which would create a good opportunity for Bicentenary 
related exhibitions.  

Cllr Hansen and Cllr Hogg noted the Morecambe Footprint and partnership working between Barrow, 
Lancaster and SLDC local authorities. The Towpath Trail has the potential to link the focus area and act as a 
venue for cultural events.  

Action HM: Confirm with Steve Higham C&RT plans for Waterwitch area and set up meetings with Lancaster 
City Council regeneration officers.  

Action HM: Link to Bicentenary regarding Light Up Lancaster links 

Action HM: Emphasise Lancaster development in Project Manager job description 

Bicentenary 

DG confirmed the change in Bicentenary co-ordination, Tony Entwhistle has been reassigned and the 
celebration will be managed by Andrea Barrett in a Development and Engagement Role. HM confirmed that 
LCRP had submitted an overview of the various recommendations from Cllr Hogg and this group for inclusion 
in a draft EOI to Heritage Lottery led by C&RT. LCRP’s suggestions focused on extending the remit from the 
Milestone Project to wider community engagement via existing established events including Light Up 
Lancaster and Torchlight in Kendal.  

HM confirmed the next Bicentenary steering group is on the 22nd of October in Galgate. HM is unable to 
attend and will share the invite in case other members can make it.  



 

 

WH provided an update about the IWA National Trail Boat Festival confirming that planning is on schedule and 
the Bicentenary will be a key focus of the celebrations. WH asked members to consider any VIP guests to be 
invited.   

Action HM: Share summary doc and Bicentenary meeting details with members 

Action HM: Resend summary doc to Andrea Barret for inclusion in meeting on the 22nd of October 

4. LCRP Finances (paper attached)  

AS shared an overview of LCRP’s current finances reiterating ring fenced funding for Project Manager time and 
project contributions.  

5. Kendal to Natland Update 

Land Agent Negotiations 

HM confirmed that a meeting between LCRP, LSH and Mr Whittaker is being agreed. The Heads of Terms has 
been agreed and submitted, emphasising the three key aspects regarding change in designation (from public 
right of way to restricted bridleway), permission for entire area in ownership and to create a new access point 
to Hawes Lane Bridge. 

CH and DR sought clarification regarding appropriate updates for Natland Parish Council. Members confirmed 
that whilst it is public knowledge negotiations are taking place the offers outlined in the Heads of Terms are to 
remain confidential.  

An invoice for LSH work is expected, HM will work with IWA to release the required funding.  

SLDC Grant update  

RL confirmed that SLDC legal team have now issued the grant agreement transfer to CCC. HM asked if there 
was a deadline for CCC to sign, DG confirmed that the pending Closure Notices could help to speed up CCC 
processes.  

Action DG: Influence CCC legal to agree SLDC terms  

CH and DR asked for clarification regarding the Closure Notices 

Action DG: Send overview of the Closure Notices explaining how they are sperate to the Land Agent 
negotiations. 

Action  HM: Circulate above to all members 

Kendal Cycle Hub 

HM reported a positive meeting with Kendal Cycle Club and Wheels for All who are developing a hub in Kendal 
which will include a workshop area and potentially cycle hire facility. All agreed the hub would be a great 
addition to the Towpath Trail. HM reported concern that Burton Road crossing isn’t accessible and would like 
to seek clarification from CCC Highways that changes can be made otherwise adapted bikes may not be able to 
access the Towpath Trail.  CH offered to ask the question within CCC and potentially link to a letter from 
Wheels for all confirming the positive impact improved accessibility at this crossing would make.  

Action HM: Ask CH to raise within CCC, chase supporting letter from Wheels for All if appropriate.  

 

 



 

 

 

Recent Press Coverage  

Following an update to Kendal Town Council, an article appeared in the Westmorland Gazette via a reporter in 
the audience. HM confirmed the article read as though all frustrations were the fault of the Land Agent and/or 
Landowner when in fact most of the associated delays have been due to LCRP status, grant transfers and Land 
Agent difficulties. HM reported that Lynn Peglar, LCRP Communications and Media support, advised contacting 
landowner or doing nothing, all agreed no action was the best approach. RA advised to always presume that 
any meeting can be reported going forwards.  

Burton Road Drain Update 

 RL confirmed no response had been received from UU to date. All agreed worth chasing to enable progress to 
approaches to be made. The project will continue to stand still until UU clarification is confirmed.  

Action RL: Chase UU and feedback to members.  

Outstanding Previous Action HM & DG: Ensure Kendal to Natland scheme design is costed at no more than 
£120,000 inclusive of Burton Road access and from Natland Road to Hawes Lane access point.  

6. Project Management Update 

HM informed members of pregnancy and her plan to take a year’s maternity leave. HM reiterated how much 
she’s enjoyed working for LCRP. HM assumed LCRP members wish to employ a new Project Officer and is 
happy to support a smooth transition by working towards securing a new person by January to enable HM to 
be on hand during induction.  

HM commented that the job description needs to include continuation of funding applications both 
development and delivery, project management of pending contracts, administrative support for the Project 
Management and Executive Steering Group meetings and the development of new projects such as the 
recently agreed objectives for Lancaster.  

HM noted that there is the potential to advertise to national charities such a Morecambe Bay Partnership, 
Better Cycling, Sustrans and or Groundwork. A charity may have greater resource and the ability to cover in 
maternity situations.  

All offered congratulations and confirmed support to recruit replacement.  

Action HM: Draft Job Description for PMG comments  

7. PR & Communications Update 

AS shared a new press release regarding the work completed with Lancaster University students and explained 
the delay was due to the HLF coverage.  

HM confirmed the LCRP Newsletter is ready to share when HLF Project Officer link is live. Articles include 
Stainton update and Audrey’s recent success receiving life time achievement award from IWA.  

8. Member Updates 

Lancaster City Council – Reiterated Museum changes and Bailrigg Garden Village link noting a housing 
increase is required whilst keeping the green focus and canal link. DG asked if CIL funding would be applicable, 
MM confirmed and agreed it could be a good opportunity for the Towpath Trail project. 

IWA – Updated members regarding the Trail Boat Festival as above.  



 

 

LCT – Updated members regarding the restoration of first furlong noting ongoing lining difficulties due to 
weather constraints but have progressed to complete 5 out of 7 lengths. The block funding initiative has 
reached £8000  and is a great example of community buy-in. All were invited to a social evening at Longlands 
on the 15th October at 7.30pm to hear a talk about locks, lifts and inclines.  

SLDC – Reiterated the Bicentenary Kendal Torch Light as a key link and RL to link C&RT Officers to Torchlight 
organisers. Potential themes could include Canals, Castle and Flowers or Life by Water. 

Action:  RL/HM to provide details to Andrea Barrett 

9. AOB 
 

AS congratulated Daniel on his Regional Director appointment for C&RT NW 
AS reminded members that each partner is entitled to two seats plus officer if required. 

 
10. Dates of next meetings 

 
• 6th November (Project Management Group, Galgate) 
• 4th December (Project Management Group, Galgate) 
• 8th January – Full Executive Meeting, Venue TBC 

 


